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its hard not to compare final
fantasy xiii-2 to classic final
fantasy, particularly when

looking at the graphics. the
style of some of the original

games is surprisingly present,
but the game has its own

visual signature. the
landscapes are beautiful and

vibrant, with incredible
attention paid to even the

smallest details. the
environments are a highlight,
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with final fantasy xiii-2
creating an immersive

environment that everyone
can enjoy. from mossy stone
walls to lush forests, players
can see the world from every
angle and point of view. the
gradual fade from the day to
night and the vibrant world of
noctis's party fit perfectly with

the overall feel of the final
fantasy xiii-2 game. while it

may look unfinished, it is clear
that the art team spent a lot of
time and effort to make each
environment, each character
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and each object stand out and
have meaning. the game has a

unique pacing that feels
rushed at first but never really
lets up. as you progress, you

begin to notice a pattern in the
way the game handles things,
allowing you to complete most
of the content in a short space
of time. while this makes for a

faster paced game, it also
leads to a feeling of missed
opportunities. the music is
undeniably enjoyable. from

traditional final fantasy scores
to some new composers, the
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tracks are well-integrated
throughout the game. while

the tempos vary, they all mesh
seamlessly together and are
composed in a way to fit the

rest of the action. final fantasy
xiii-2 also has a new audio

engine that not only creates
better sound effects, but also

better quality music. from lush
orchestral scores to moody

soundscapes, the audio
designers took the time to mix
and match different sounds to
create memorable moments,
rather than relying on tired
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